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can be a drawn-out and somewhat involved process, taking as long as two or three

months, but once complete, most servers will add the new community fairly quickly.

In contrast, creating a new alt group can take just a couple ofweeks; the bad news is, it

may take a long time for a significant number of servers to get around to adding the

group, and they may need encouragement from their own users. Also, some smaller

servers do not carry alt groups.

To get into the main hierarchy you must submit a formal proposal, (called a Request

for Discussion, or RFD), to the moderator who posts it fordiscussion to news.groups.

Several rounds of revisions to the RFD may be requested. Finally, the UseNet

Volunteer Votetakers (UVV) appoints a vote-taker who posts a Call for Votes

(CFV), which givespeoplea chanceto formally register their support or disapproval,

if the proposal passes, the moderator initiates the setup of the new group.

Less involved, proposals to the alt hierarchy are made tojustifythe new group.They

arc posted in alt.config, Comments. Providingthe proposer acknowledges them, and

there are no serious objections, the group is created.

Messages to UseNet groups are read via a newsreader, which may be standalone

software, such as Forte's Free Agent, or part of a Web browser, such as Netscape's

Collabra or Microsoft's Outlook Express. The factors involved in developing a

UseNet community are:

• Developer expertise. You need sufficient expertise to run a server or to access

someone else's server. And you need persistence if you want to get into the
main hierarchy.

• Equipment. No special equipment is necessary for community members.
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Suitability. There are no special issues. Many U.seNet newsgroups have
thousands of members. Unlike listservers, users go to the UseNet community

to read messages so their personal email cannot be bombarded with

messages.

Usability and implications for sociability. UseNet messages are composed as
asynchronous text, similar to email except that users go to the community as

we have said, which has both advantages and disadvantages. Many UseNet

communities arc open and not moderated, so inappropriate messages and spam
are sent.

Chats

Internet Relay Chat, IRC, is the best known and oldestchat program on the Internet,

developed in Finland in 1988 byjarkko Oikarincn. By mid-1999, there were more

than 45,520 IRC channels on 27 IRC networks {ivwivAiszuomjchatf).

Unlike email and UseNet, chats traditionally are synchronous text systems, though

many now allow users to represent themselves using avatars. Different channels

enable people to participate in different conversations at the same time. On large

networks, such as Efnet, more than 2,000 channels can exist. Typing the hash symbol

(#) tells you how many available channels there are worldwide (Figure 8.1), and

typing the ampersand (&) tells you about the local channels.

Once you are in a channel, you will secchat activity similar to that shown in Figure

8.2. In a typical IRC, a dozen or more people may be registered at the same time.

Each participant selects an alias to identify him- or herself, and as each sends a

message, it appears on the screen. Unlike email and UseNet News, IRC users

don't have time to reflect and compose because the activity happens in real time.
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There are currently 147999 users on 37750 channels on 27 networks.

No. of Last

Channels Contacted

Undernet 14153 Jul 14 03:17

EFnet 8596 Jan 2013:01

IRC'net 8571 Jan 20 04:56

GalaxvNel 2282 Jan 20 11.43

BevDndIRC.net 613 Jan 20 13.44

AUSTnet 499 Jan 2013:09

StarLink 473 Jan 20 12:08

Bras IRC '101 Jan 19 07:59

SuperChat 328 Jan 2013.04

Newnet 323 Jan 2013:52

AfterNET 322 Jan 20 12.21

ChatNet 270 Jan 20 12 14

DALnet 259 Jan 2011:37

GrlrcNet 193 Jan 2013.49

Red Latina 143 Jan 201. 3 06

FEFnet 82 Jan 2011.40

SorceryWet 78 Jan 20 13.31

EICN 61 Jan 2011:24

WarpedNet 34 Jan 20 11.11

SubNet 29 Jan 2013:31

ONct 20 Oct6199S

kOw 17 Oct 13 1998

Multinet 2 Jan 5 1999

BSDNet 1 Jan 20 13.20

AlterMet 1 Jan 2012.41

Figure 8.1 Available channels
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Figure8.2AtypicalIRCsession

somessagesarcshortandconversationsmoveveryquickly,witholdmessagesscrol

lingoil'thetopofthescreenasnewonesarrive.Andseveralconversationsmayhe

occurringatthesametime,whosecommentsinterweaveonthescreen.Channels

disappearwhenthelastpersonliasloggedoff.

Somechannelshaveanoperatorwhosecommentsareprefacedbythe"at"symbol

((c).lieorshedecideshowstrictlytomoderatethechannel.Atthetopofeach

channelisitsname,possiblyalongwithintroductoryinformation,astatementol
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purpose, and a moderation policy. Participants invoke lists ot commands like those in

Figure 8.3 to contribute to chats. In newer chats, the channels are referred to as rooms,

an analogy whose origin is attributed to America Online (AOL), used there to evoke

a spatial metaphor.

To run a chat, you need a chat client to connect to an IRC!, for example. mIRC is ,1

client for Windowsthat can bedownloaded. Using a chat isstraightforward, making

the learning curveshort even lor Internet novices. Next to the talk window is usually

a smaller window listing the participants who arc currently logged on. so users can see

who is involved, as well as those who are not actively participating—the linkers.

Also, there arc usually options for speaking privately to a particular individual, via

what's called .1 back-channel.

A wide variety ofchat software now exists ranging from single-line text chats to

elaborate 21) and31) graphical environments populated withavatars, which are playful

and enable participants to hide, disguise or enhance their real identity, Avatars can

•tmlRC32

F.. loots DCC \-V V •-< -• .1
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Figure 8.3 The basic commands for IRC
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contribute a senseof presence {Chapter 5), which in turn can help to motivate a feeling

ofcommunity. As bandwidth continues to increase, the sophistication ofthese graphi

cal chats will improve. Beneath the surface, however, many chats on the Web are like

IRCs. TalkCity.com, for one, lists chats categorized under a number of topics, all of

which are easily accessible. Hosted chats arc identified with an H next to them and a

number in brackets tiext to the name ofthe chat indicates the number ofparticipants at

that time. A window at the bottom of the screen enables private conversations.

Changing channels, leaving a chat, and getting support are also easy.

In WorldsAway.com, users can construct their own avatars by selecting from a

variety of bodies and heads. Construction kits for designing avatars, available on

the Web, can be imported into some chat environments. Chats that are defined by

a URL rather than assignedto a server, appear to the user as if they move around with

chosen Web pages.

Note: Chats that make use of graphics may cause access problems for users with slow

modems and/or low-memory computers. Some chats, such as VirtualPlaces.com,

address this problem by offering a low-bandwidth text version along with a down

loadable high-bandwidth client version that displays thumbnail-sized GIF images

for avatars. Offering two versions for users with different technical capabilities is

becoming a common tactic for getting around these limitations (Figallo, 1998).

Activeworlds.com (Figure 8.4) combines a chat with avatars and a 3D graphical

environment. The screen is divided into four windows similar to those shown in

Figures 8.5 and 8.6. The window on the right in Figure 8.5 advises newcomers how to

navigate Activeworlds.com; pop-up menus guide them to select their status aseither a
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Figure 8.4 ActiveworIds.com welcomes users

Figuress • B.8 arc reproduced by permission ofAcriveworlds.com, Inc.
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tourist or citizen. At various times, depending on which world the user opts to

inhabit, additional information is made available. Also in Figure 8.5, in the upper

middle window, is a 3D picture of the world, where participants' avatars roam.

Participants use arrows to direct their avatars. As they encounter other characters,

their comments appear close to their "bodies." One problem is that over-writing of

comments occurs, which can be annoying. Comments also appear in the lower

middle window, beneath the graphical world. Conversations here are threaded,

and threads often interweave. Participants who register and pay fees are able to

build within the environment, ami unlike in early MOOs, programming skills are

not needed. Players can select from directories of objects. A player can. for example,

select a home and various artifacts with which to adorn it. to make it unique.
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The left-hand window in Figure 8.5 offers a choice of different worlds to visit. They

unhide: Yellowstone National Park (see Figures 8.7 and 8.8). the planet Mars, a

university, a shopping mall, and others. News is presented in another window.

Using cursor keys, participants move their avatars through the environments, usually

accompanied by sound effects, if they choose. Note that the university and shopping

mall arc similar to some communities that arc being developed for distance education

and c-commcrcc. The addition of an online catalog, online billing, and a delivery

system make commercial transactions possible.
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Welcome, "LittleGirl". For the Conduct Guidelines please say
World Rules or see nttpS/uww.actfveworfds.com/conduct.Mml

Figure 8.6 The graphical gateway to Activeworhls.com
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Figure 8.7 Yellowstone National Park as experienced in the Activeworlds

environment

Web-based chat services are available mainly as downloadable applets and clients.

Clients can be downloaded to users' PCs. from which it communicates with the chat

server. Some of theseare programs that have to be downloaded, while Others arc/) lug-

ins, smaller programs that work with specific browsers or Java applets on a user's PC.

In the case of the latter, problems may occur if the client is not compatible with the

setup of the PC; and people using different clients may sec different chat screens.

Some chats also make tools available to moderators to help them monitor user

activity and to tailor the environment. Using such tools, moderators can. for example.
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Figure 8.8 A close-up of Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone, courtesy of

Activeworlds.com
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restrict access to rooms, impose filters, and prevent users from customizing avatars.

Some also have bots that carry out predetermined activities such as enforcing rules.

Other chats, such as ichat.com, can be adapted for guided tours, which may prove

attractive to e-commercc entrepreneurs. Imagine going on a guided tour of a retail

clothing store: After you tell your "tour guide" your size, color and style preferences,

you are taken to seea selectionofgoods that you might find attractive. Or you might

choose to go on a virtual bicycle ride through the Loire Valley, for a walk in Yosetnite

National Park, or to explore the Galapagos Islands.

Here are the factors to consider for developing a chat community:

• Developer expertise. Chats can be implemented in a variety of ways depending on
the developer's expertise (Figallo, 1998):

- IRC is well established and provides a reliable service. To use it developers
need to establish a channel and direct people to it. Though relatively low in
cost, its scope for extending features is limited.

- Hosting a community on an existing hub is a technically easy option; but, as
with IRC, extending the system is limited. In addition, there may already be a
chat on the same subject at another host site.

- Forming a partnership with a hub service also precludes installing the service,
but it may be difficult unless the developer can guarantee a reasonable volume
of traffic, so that the hub benefits from advertising revenue.

- Installing your own server gives maximum control, but requires technical
expertise, and may be expensive.

• Equipment. Deciding how to launch a chat forces developers to assess their equip
ment and that of the user community. Two versions of the system may be
necessary, a text version for those with slower connections and lower-power
machines, and a graphical version for those with fast connections and state-of-
the-art equipment. To date, it is not clear how much added value comes from
graphical chat environments, which may also impact the equipment issue.
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Advocates claim they provide a broader experience, generating a stronger sense of

presence and engagement. And in fantasy environments and general chit-chat
environments, avatars and graphics may be attractive and motivating for users.

Scalability. Developers must have a firm grasp ofhow large the community is and
how much it is likely to grow. And they must know its design. Chats that use

avatars can become very crowded with as few as 10 on the screen at once.

Obviously, text-only chats can handle more participants.

Usability and implications for sociability. In general most first-time users have no

trouble learning to use chat but developers should ensure that it is easy to start
new channels, hold private conversations, enter and leave discussions, archive

discussions, and other tasks.

Real-time auditoriums

Real-time auditoriums are chats that can be configured to handle thousands of

people, though they rarely attract their maximum number. If everyone were to

type their message when they pleased, it would quickly become chaotic, so audi

toriums arc managed by moderators who filter the messages to display for all to see.

Often, a special guest is invited, to whom questions arc directed. Depending on the

event and the software in use, attendees may be able to participate in other ways; for

example, they may be able to communicate more freely with others in the same

"row", hold break-out sessions, or have private conversations with individuals

(Figallo, 1998). Someauditoriums also havevoting procedures that allow participants

to register their opinions. Such systems point the way to a future that makes wide

spread use of more online political forums.

Manyof thesameissues need to beaddressed whenselecting a real-time auditorium as

for an ordinary chat. In addition developers must confirm that the chat has tools for
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event moderators that enable them to filter and channel questions and form subgroups.

Facilities should also be available to support voting, to show slides, and the like.

Instant messaging

Instant messaging systems such as ICQ (an acronym for "I seek you"), allow groups

to stay in contact while working on other things. That means ICQ runs in the

background. ICQ also makes it possible for users to engage in one-to-one conversa

tions while taking part in chat room discussions. It is increasingly common to see

instant messaging and chats used in this way.

Instant messaging communities are set up by users who register on a server that is

connected to a network of servers across the Internet. The new user gets a Universal

Internet Number (UIN), that enables others in the community to recognize who is

online. The ICQ software checks a list of contactnames, and whenever someone logs

on or off, it is reported to the community. Discussions (referred to as chats) are

initiated by clicking on an icon that represents an individual or a group (see Figure

8.9). Members tell one another about themselves by creating an ICQ home page that

resides on the user's hard drive and is only accessible to others when the person is

online.

Users createa home pageby, first, selecting the ICQ Services button (see Figure8.10)

and then following the sequence of optionsuntil the ICQ Homepage Factory wizard

appears. There users see three tabs: Main, Design, and Advanced. The Main tab

contains the modules that represent different areas of the user's home page: Home,

Chat, Messages, Personal Details, Favorite Links, File Server, and Gucstbook. ICQ
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provides some default text and graphics lor these pages, but users can replace these

with their own HTML text. The Design tab enables users to customize their ICQ

home pages, using ICQ's default collection ol graphics, backgrounds, and headers, or

by importing others. The Advanced tab gives users greater control over the page,

including how other users interact with them. Users can specify their IP address, Set

passwords, and get statistics on who visited the page.
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Figure 8.9 ICQ home page
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When developing .111 ICQ community, consider these factors:

• Developer expertise. An ICQ community can be developed using ICQ-provided
tools and services. The easiest way to form an ICQ community is by creating an
ICQ Interest Group or by joining an existing one. The ICQ Interest Croups are
located on the ICQ server. Another way to is to create an ICQ user list anil post
it on the Directory ol User lists. To use this option, yon must first download the
List template before people can be added to it. Furthermore, all clients need to
download and install the ICQ software.

• Equipment. No specific equipment is required unless you will be including
advanced features, such as sound cards ami speakers for voice services like
ICQPhone.

• Scalability. There are no limits to the number of people who can join an ICQ
community.

• Usability and implicationsforsociability. From theclient pointof view, therearetwo
modes: Simple Mode, the default for new users, and Advanced Mode. I low ever,

some server features, such as User Croup and User List can be easily set up. The
ICQ Members Directory. People Navigator, or ICQ Networks enable users to
find their friends easily. Future developments will enable ICQ users to connect
with pagers or cellular phones.
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Bulletin boards

The Web version of traditional bulletin boards has revived their popularity. Along

with chats, bulletin boards are becoming an essential clement for conducting e-com

mercc and for supporting many other Web-based communities. Many bulletin

boards are available free on the Internet. Two well-known systems arc

Hypernews, one of the oldest bulletin board systems, and Discus.

The following describes features found on most modern bulletin board systems:

• Basic systems that are available free generally allow users to obtain alternative
views of messages. One view presents messages in the chronological order, that is,
time of receipt. Another view threads messages, that is groups them by related
topics.

• Templateforms areavailable for composing messages, whichcanbe sentto public
or private topic areas.

• Participants can search for new messages, using pull-down menus that enable
them to find messages by topic and by date. Figure8.11 shows a listof messages
from drkoop.com. Notice the icons for navigating through messages; the arrows
indicate the direction of movement through the messages. Many bulletin board
systems also provide icons that canbe included with messages to indicate content,
suchasa question mark for a question,or a dialogbubble to indicateacomment etc.
Emoticons (Chapter 3) may also be available for signaling emotional intention.

• Another common—and helpful—usability feature is that messages that have
been read are distinguished from those that have not been read.

Commercially available bulletin boards offer even more features, including a range of

tools to support moderators and foradditional security. Some enable users to provide

extensive profiles. They can upload pictures of themselves (images are stored on the

discussion board server) and specify additional personal information, such as home

page URL, age, and so on. The board administrator can configure fields for this
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- v Knmiml (270)
:»• (DKC-Todd) 08/21

♦ How usgful is this site? (hnwi 08/29
♦ health rare retnrm IlinrJaC) oaoo

+ Moiinda Citrifo'ia (commeritrep) 10/12
+ CROhlVS DISEASE fYORKIDOLL) 11ns

Chili! liocelupment dial (DKC-Sandv) 11/18

todth issues for children (PKC-PHYLL'S) 12/10
♦ Icyygr L»^cK p?tn (Ban) 12/20
♦ psoriasis (Christopher) 01/04
+ Aspartame (KyaraB) 0107
+ No Topic (Gena) 01*8

BURN SURVIVOR CHAT (DKC-TK4BILL) oijqs
+ Bell's Palsy (Dasqnr) 01/11
+ BodyTiaal (NJS) 01/12
♦ DIETING (LAM31) 01/13
+ Difficulty Swallowing (lunastar) 01/10
+ Adverse side effects of Biaxin (I anran?) 01/10

+ TURNING BACK THE CLOCK (DKC-Marqo) 02*5
Tackling Your Demons' (DKC-Marqol 02x19
WAR GRANDMA RIGHT? Old Rumedies for New Ills (DKC-Martin) 0210s

• Nwxt - Bottom

+ Request a New Conference (13)
+ h;i!dlMi:k (11)
+ Alternative Medicine (88, 1New) 1183

Figure 8.11 List of messages from drkoop.com

Reproduced by permission ofdrkoop.com

information, or users can define custom fields. Userscan alsospecify preferences such

as to skip the preview when posting and to use the text-only view when searching for

new messages: they can specify favorite topics when searching new messages, do a

keyword search, invoke the tree view, and do a spell check.

Commercial systems may also oiler enhanced features for composing messages. For

example. Discus Pro allows attachments to be uploaded in any format, such as
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Microsoft Word and Excel documents, audio files, binaries, or images. The attach

ments are stored on the discussion board server and are linked directly from the

messages. The board administrator can disable attachment uploading or limit file

sizes. Users can initiate private discussions and ask to be notified when replies arrive

to topics they initiated.

Discus Pro and others allow moderators to configure the system so that users can

register themselves, thereby reducing the administrative burden. Some systems also

providearchiving support. Moderators canset limits on the number of messages that

remain in the main board; when that limit is reached, old messages arc either deleted

or archived. Message-queuing facilities make it possible to organize messages for

review by moderators. Log analysis tools enable moderators to analyze activity on

the board. Some boardsalso provide facilities for identifying user IP number so that

problemvisitors canbe banned from discussions. Support isalso provided for making

backups of all or part of the board. Many other features arcalso becoming available.

Developing a bulletin board community involves these considerations:

• Developer expertise. Downloading and installing a bulletin board on your own
server may prove more difficult than the instructions lead you to believe.
Technical skill and patience are needed. Most bulletin board systems use Perl
CGIscripts, and aredesigned for tailoring, soknowledge of Perl isa requirement.
Developers should evaluate the online documentation that specifies the steps to
follow to download the product and key features, to determine whether the
product uses frames, how it works with well-known browsers such as
Netscape and Internet Explorer, and the like. Developers who do not want to
install their own systems will find many companies that host bulletin boards, but
they should realize that this option implies some loss of control.

• Equipment. No special equipment is needed for most bulletin board systems.
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• Scalability. Many commercial bulletin board systemsare now designed to cater to
a large number of discussions involving thousands of users. Thus, the main limit
ing factor may be one of management, not technology, though better tools for
moderators now available help; still, the number of messages that any one person
can read will be limited.

• Usability and implicationsforsociability. Modem bulletin board systems offer many
desirable usability features, suchasthose discussed. Clear instructions for compos
ing and editing messages, and techniques for searching for new messages and in
archives are particularly important. The ability to send attachments is likely to
become increasingly popular (to send personal photos, spreadsheets, and URLs
for home pages), as will being able to hold private discussions. Alternative views
of the board which show threading and possibly other relationships between
messages make following discussions easier.

Web Homesteading

More often, onlinecommunitiesare composites, ofWeb pages, chats, bulletinboards,

instant messaging, databases, and others. These composite communities are designed

to have a consistent lookand feel amongall themodules. Developers canchoose from

already well-populated sites offering numerous facilities to empty platforms into

which developers "pour" their own content.

The homesteading advertising model

Homesteading sites invite others "on their land" to increase traffic and, ultimately, to

generate advertising revenues. Consequently, developing a community on one of

these sites (e.g., Yahoo.com, Xoom.com, GeoCities.com) is free or low-cost.

Developers need little expertise to follow this route, but, naturally, control over

their community is limited.


